BACKPACK FEATURES

**BACK PROTECTOR SPS PRO**
Certified by the German Technical Inspection Association (TÜV), the back protector may be removed and used separately with your own carrying system. Ergonomically shaped and weighs only 255 g (S).

**SAFETY COMPARTMENT**
Immediate access to emergency equipment.

**CHEST STRAP WITH ALARM WHISTLE**
To quickly draw attention in emergency situations.

**ICE AXE AND HIKING POLE ATTACHMENT**
Simple, rigid fastener allows rapid access to ice axe and poles.

**INSULATED SHOULDER STRAP**
Prevents freezing of drinking tube.

**D-SKIFIX**
Diagonal ski fastener; versatile in use.

**HELMET NET**
Removable net for convenient and secure fastening of a helmet, which can also be used in combination with attached skis.

**SNOWBOARD AND SNOWSHOE FASTENER**
Flexible carrying fastener for snowboards, snowshoes, and others.

**WIDE HIP BELT**
Wide, elasticated, and made from comfortable neoprene for an optimal body-hugging fit, even when in motion.

**HYDRATION SYSTEM COMPATIBLE**
Convenient stowing of hydration bag in back section that folds open.

**BACK ACCESS**
Rapid and convenient access to the entire contents of the main compartment.

**BRIGHT INSIDE**
Light colors inside make it easier to find your equipment.

**GOGGLES CASE**
Padded, reinforced, and removable goggles case for storing delicate items without damage.

**X-SKIFIX**
Multi-functional ski fastener with aluminum clasps: Carry skis diagonally or crossed.

**BACK PROTECTOR SPS PRO**
Certified by the German Technical Inspection Association (TÜV), the back protector may be removed and used separately with your own carrying system. Ergonomically shaped and weighs only 255 g (S).

**S-PROTECTOR SPS PRO**
Certified by the German Technical Inspection Association (TÜV), the back protector may be removed and used separately with your own carrying system. Ergonomically shaped and weighs only 255 g (S).